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Issue Rating

Inputs

The student:

y Can identify similarities and differences

y Can follow a trail or a map

y Is able to use directions to find something

y Can arrange pictures in a sequence to tell a story

y Can complete a jigsaw puzzle at an age-appropriate level

Processing

The student:

y Can complete age-appropriate mazes

y Can arrange images into a logical sequence

y Can combine shapes to create an image

y Can see what a missing element of an object might look like

y Can use dice, dominoes, or blocks to think about numbers

Outputs

The student:

y Can develop mind maps, graphic organizers, flowcharts, and
concept maps to expand and link ideas

y Is able to manipulate different objects in his or her head and
imagine how they might combine

y Can copy a drawing at an age-appropriate level

y Can draw objects from different perspectives or consider how
they might look from different angles

y Can communicate ideas spatially or visually

Use this list to rate the spatial-reasoning strengths of the student. 
Assign a score out of ten (with one being “can’t do this” and ten being 
“great at this”) for each of the statements that follow. (A student at the 
average level of his or her class would score a five.)

Figure 1.3: List of Issues with Spatial Reasoning
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